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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Cooper Nuclear Station
NRC Inspection Report 50-298/97-09

Doerations

Flant management and operations staff demonstrated eafety-focused leadorship,*

identified and expanded several safety iLauex, ?.nd successfully demanded licenses staff
attention to several emergent icsues. Thb eas considered an improvemer t over past
performance. Inspectors also noted more examples of prob: ems identifiec by operations
as well as expansion cf problem statements to address programmatic issues
Rection 01.1).

Operations shift turnovers were safety focused and continued to improve due to-

operations initiative and a self critical approach. Routine contrci of plant equipment
appeared appropriate (Section 01.2).

The control room personnel demonstrated strong conservative decis5on making and*

procedural adherence during a Technical Specification 24-hour shutdown. The licensee
coordinated timely and conservative corrective Lction for both procedures and equipment
problems (Section 04,1).

Inspectors observed an examp!e of good safety focus, questioning atiitude, and*

prioritization of engineering support by the operations staff to obtain evaluation of
cumulative effects of siow control rod drive times on rod scram times (Section 04.2).

The inspectors inund that the licensee inappropriately returned the 250 Vdc Battery-

Charger 1A in service after it had tripped, without determining the caese of the trip or
evaluating the effects that a potential fault could have had on the system. Additionally,
the licensee did not initially consider the option of placing the alternate charger in service
(Section 04.4).

The licensee implemented appropriate operations and training management stanoards.

for crew performance during challenging simulator scenarios. Strong management
involvement in the training and feedback to crews to improve performance were present
(Section O5.1).

The inspectors identified four examples of submittals to the NRC in which stated-

information was not generally known or controlled in the plant. In one case a valve was
positioned contrary to the evaluation. Licensing indicated that initiatives to address the
extent of conditions were in progress (Section 06.1).

Maint_enance

After failure of a 4160V breaker charging motor, the licenwe identified six safety-related.

4160V breakers that had not been overhauled in 23 years. Some weaknesses in
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addressing this issue were observed by the inspectors. Plant management and
operatior.s were instrumental in identifying the scope of the issue and obtaining timely
assessment of the condition (Section M2.1).

The control cf foreign materialin 41 GOV breakers showed some weakness. The-

coerability evaluation for a missing nylon fastener did not thoroughly address its effects
on breaker contacts or mechan. stas (Section M2 2).

Preparation for and execution of a turbine governor valve mrnitoring evolution were-

generally thorough (Section M2.5).

The documentation of maintenance work and engineering support for one 24-hour period*

was generally complete and appropriste (Section M3.1).

Licensee technicians performed several 1160V breaker inspections, and preventive-

maintenance in a thorough and conscientious mannc. The inspectors noted examples
of lack of procedural detail during these observations (Section M3.2).

Enoineerina

A nonconservative erosion-corro:, ion prediction calculation was identified for turbine*

cross-under piping (Section E4.1).

For surveillance tests performed in close successica on the scme equipment, such as*

the high pressure core injection system, the licensee did not typically evaluate the
potential for preconditioning equipment or minimize starts and run time on equipment.
The licensee identified a potential preconditioning vulnerability for one valve in the
system and changed the procedure (Section E4.2).

Plant Sucoort

The inspectors identified a potential weakness in as-low-as-reasonably-achie/atle.

program practices in that the licensee did not always consider radiation dose implications
when scheduled jobs were postponed and when two tests on the same equipment were
performed in sequence (Section R1.1).

.
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Summorv of Plant Status

The plant was at 100 percent power at the beginning of this report period. On October 5,1997,
the plant reduced power to 70 percent for scheduled turbine valve testing. On October G power
was reduced to 75 percent due to entry into a Technical Specification 24-hour shutdown action
statement and returned to full power within 8 hours. At the end of the inspection penod the plant
was operating at 100 percent power.

1. Operations

01 Conduct of Operations

01.1 Oaerations Strenalb.in Plant Leadershio Role

a. Insoection Scone (71707)

Inspectors observed plant management and control room crew response to eme *g|ng
issues and equipment problems during the inspection period,

b. Observations and Findinos

During the inspection period, inspectors observed examples where plant management
and control room staff demonstrated a probing, questioning approach to safety issues,
identified sa'ety vulnerabilities, and anticipated equipment challenges ahead of the
licensee's staff program owners. Operations and plant management also catalyzed
response to evaluate conditions and demanded licensee staff resources to address
issues promptly. The operations staff took prompt action to question and expand the
scope of issues to address programmatic concerns.

Examples of issues addressed included the failure of a 4160V breaker charging motor
and lack of overhauls of the breakers, timely inspections of the installed safety related
4160V breakers which had not been overhauled and the 125 Vdc load study operability
assessment The operatiens organization demonstrated a questioning approach and
identification of several plant problems and operability issues and prompt intervention to
focus plant resources on issues. Several of these examples are described in detaillater
in this report,

c. CQDG)MSiQDS

Plant management and operations staff demonstrated safety-focused leadership,
identified and expanded several safety issues, and successfully obtained prompt
licensee staff attention to several emergent issues. A significant improvement in the
plant managernent and operations leadership of the licensee staff was noted by the
inspectors. Inspectors also noted an increased number of problems identified by
operations, as we as expansion of problem statements to address programmatic issues.n
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,01.21 Shift Turnover and Shift Effectiveness

a. Insoection Scoos (7170D

Inspectors observed several shift turnovers, conducted walkdownu of the control room
panels, reviewed logs, and discussed plant configuration and crew control of equipment ~
with operators;'In plant walkdowns were conducted.

b. Observations and Findinos

Shift turnovers were safety focused. _ Status briefing handouts for onccming crews were
used to communicate information and include safety-focused and questioning
observations of equipment. During routine plant walkdowns, inspectors observed
frequent operations presence to verify status and control of equipment,

c, Conclusions

Operations shift tumovers were safety focused and continued to improve due to
operations initiative and a self-critical approach. Routine control of plant equipmen!
appeared appropriate.

03' Operations Procedures and Documentation

O3.1 Clarification of 125 Vdc System Annunciator Resoonse Procedures to Imolement Desian
Reauirements

,

a. inspection Scoce (71707)

Inspectors reviewed the procedural controls for transferring 125 Vdc loads to the
emergency (redundant 125 Vdc bus) power source.

; b. Observations and Findinos
.

Inspectors questioned if transferring 125 Vdc load td the emergency bus was outside the
assumptions of design calculations, and if the annunciator response procedures allowed.
transfer of the 125 Vdc loads to the redundant power source. Operations' response
indicated that, under some conditions, four annunciator tisponse procedures allowed

. transfer of 125 Vdc loads to the redundant bus. The associated normal, abnormal, and
-

emergency procedures contained warnings that the 125 Vdc bus was to remain on the
. normal power supply,.except as instructed in annunciator response procedures.

The licensee evaluated the procedure controls by imposing a 125 Vdc system fault
Lduring simulator training and found the operators successfully performed the procedure

.

, requirements and did not transfer loads to the redundant bus. Also. to address potential
.

confusion, the licensee changed the annunciator response procedures to clearly state
,

, _ _-
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that the transfer of loads to the emergency bus would only be allowed in cold shutdown.
This was in conformance with the assumptions of the design requirements,

in addition to the 125 Vdc system, the licensee expanded the scope of this assessment
to include procedures controlling other electrical systems, for example the 250 Vdc
system.

c. Conclusions

The procedures for controlling the transfer of 125 Vdc loads to the redundant bus were
adequate. Operations identified and clarified annunciator response procedures to
ensure consistency with design documents.

04 Operator Knowledge and Performance

04.1 Entrv Into a Technical Soecification 24 Hour Shutdown Act|on Statement

a. Insoection Scone (71707)
L

Inspecters evaluated licensee activities in response to plant equipment concerns.

b. Observations and Findinos

On October 9,1997, the licensee issued Problem Identification Report 2-18334 which
described the Diesel Generator 2A air compressor unloader valve as having a
nonconservative pressu*e rating. The licensee's Technical Specification requires air
compressors to satisfactorily pressurize the diesel starting air flasks. Based on specific
words in the surveillance procedure, the shift supervisor determined that the diesel was
inoperable and entered the action statement. Concurrently, the licensee was performing
routine maintenance on the Core Spray B system. During this maintenance, a relay had
failed and the core spray system was declared inoperable. These two concurrent action
statements required entry into a 24-hour Technical Specification shutdown action
statement. The control room staff coordinated with engineering personnel and
recommended changes to the procedures to reflect better operability criteria.

At 6 p.m. reactor power was reduced to 75 percent power. The licensee reported to the
NRC in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 that a Technical Specification-required reactor
shutdown had been initiated (Event 300058). At 6:25 p.m. the licensee concluded that
the air compressor surveillance procedure was inappropriately restrictive, and the
compressor could be shown to be operable under increased surveillance frequency. The-

shutdown was suspended with the plant at 75 percent power pending successful
- completion of a change to the procedure and a compressor surveillance. At 7:27 p.m.
the diesel generator was declared operable and a return to 100 percent power was
initiated.
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A properly rated unloader valve for the diesel and a replacement relay for core spray
were obtained at 8 p.m. The core spray relay was replaced, tested satisfactorily, and the
system was returned to operable status, The diesel unloader valve was than replaced.
Full power was restored at approximately midnight.

Two compressors are installed for each diesel. The licensee verified that properly rated
unloader valves were installed on the other three compressors. The licensee determined
th9t the diesel unloader valve issue was a reliability rather than an operability concem.
The licensee identified that three prior unloader valves had failed on that compressor as
a result of the nonconservative rating. The design basis considered the diesel operable
when only one of the two air flasks was charged to proper pressure. Since both air
flasks were charged to proper pressure, cross-connects with check valves allowed both
compressors to supply air to both flasks and the installed air compressor had
successfully passed surveillances, the licensee considered the diesel generator was
operable.-

The inspectors found that these activities were addressed in a prompt and conservative
manner, although considerable plant staff and management attention was being applied
to another issue.

c. ConclusinD1

The control room demonstrated strong conservative decision making and procedural
adherence, while complying with a Technical Specification 24-hour shutdown action
statement. The licensee coordinated timely and conservative corrective action for both
procedure and equipment problems.

04.2 Ooerations identification of Control Rod Drive Cencern

a. Insoection Scoce (71707)

Inspectors observed operations identification of a control ro( drive system concem and
subsequent actions to obtain resolution.

b. Observations and Findinas

On October 3,1997, the operations crew identified concems regarding several control
rods which were slow to insert during routine surveillances. Although the control rod
drive surveillance indicated that slow drive insert times did not affect scram times,
operators questioned if recent examples of slow rod insert rates were evaluated by
engineering with regard to potential cumulative effects on control rod scram time.
Several control rods were affected by this slower rod motion, but had been addressed by
individual rod surveillances. This issue was documented by Problem identification
Report 2-18210, with a request for prompt evaluation by engineering. Resolution of the
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concern was addressed by an operability evaluation which evaluated six potential
causes of the slower insert times and documented stable scram time testing trends for
those rods.

c. Conclusions

Operators demonstrated good safety focus, questioning attitude, and prioritization of
engineering support by the operations staff to obtain evaluation of cumulative effects of
slow control rod drive times on rod scram times.

04.3 Eailure to Formally Track Imolementation of a Technical Soecification Action Statement
Reouirement

a. Insoection Scooe (71707)

The inspectors reviewed the control room actions and the control room and chemistry
documentation associated with sampling of residual heat removal heat exchanger
service water outlet valve leakage. The inspectors held discussions with chemistry
personnel and operations management.

b. Observations and Findinos

Technical Specification 3.21.A.1 requires that, if the service v.. ster effluent line is not
being monitored for beta or gamma radiation, releases may continue provided that at
least once every day a grab sample is collected and analyzed. On September 22,1997,
the inspectors noted that, although Valves SW-MOV-89A and B, the service water
discharge valves for the residual heat removal heat exchangers, were leaking by, and
the automatic sampling device was not functioning, the associated Technical
Specification entry in the licensee's Limiting Condition of Operation Tracking Index had
not been made to document the need for grab samples. The shift supervisor's logs
contained an entry several weeks earlier documenting the need to sample the effluent
stream in accordance with Technical Specifications, but no tracking system entry for the
compliance with the action statemant had been made. The control room was not
tracking if requirements were being completed, on formal or informal documentation.
Interviews determined that several shifts of the control room staff knew of the need to
perform the samples and had informed chemistry to take samples.

The inspectors discussed this issue with chemistry personnel to determine if they were
aware of the Technical Specification requirements and if they were meeting those
requirements. The inspectors found that the Technical Specification requirements were
being met, but chemistry's process for tracking requirements was informal, i.e.,
information was written on a white board.

After discussions with several shift supervisors to determine the understanding of the
need to track the Technical Specification action statement compliance for this concern,
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the operators documented entry into Technical Specification 3.21.A.1 in the control room
Limiting Condition of Operation Tracking index and made a confirmatory entry in the shift
supervisors' logs.

c. - Conclusiom

The inspectors identified that the control room crew did not track a Technical
Specification action statement, in accordance with management expectations. The
actions were being performed. This item was considered of minor significance.

O4.4 Resoonse to a Trio of the 250 Vdc Bgterv Charaer

a. Insoection Scoce (71707)

The inspectors reviewed te operator's actions to address an unexpected trip of the
250 Vdc Battery Charger 1 A. The inspectors reviewed control room logs and held
discussions with the control room crew and operations management.

b. Obiervations and Findinas

On October 29,1997,20 Vdc Battery Charger 1 A tripped. The inspectors held
discussions with the control room supervisor regarding the battery charger retum to
service. The inspectors found that the cause of the trip had not been determined and the
effects of a potential fault on other saiety systems had not been evaluated. The control
room placed the battery charger in service approximately 30 minutes after it tripped
because the trip had cleared and the operating procedure allowed this action.
Electricians had requested the battery charger be operating for troubleshooting,

The inspector questioned the basis for the decision to place the charger back in service.
Operations management investigation into this event identified that the control room crew
did not inform the shift supervisor of the battery char er problem until after the battery
charger was returned to service. After the shift supervisor was informed and discussed
the issue with operations management, the battery charger was declared inoperable ar d
Battery Charger 1C was placed in service. Battery Charger 1 A was then removed from
service. Operations management concluded that crew communications and coordination
had not met management expectations.

Electricians were able to identify that the cause of the tnp was an incorrectly set timer
delay for overvoltage. The timer was reset and the battery charger tested and returned
to service. The incorrect timer delay setting for the overvoltage trip did not affect other
safety-related equipment. However, the inspectors found that, at the time the decision
was made to place the battery charger in service, this was not known. The failure to
balance potential effects of a faulted charger on other safety-related equipment, against
placing an installed spare in servce, when deciding whether the potentially faulted
charger should be returned to service, is ar, example of weak operating practices. The
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-identification of the' concem by the shift supervisor and prompt substitution of the
alternate charger in order to continue troubleshooting was an appropriate action.

- 1

c. Conclusions !

1

The inspectors concluded that the licencee inappropnately retumed the 250 Vdc Battery
Charger 1 A in service after it had tripped, without determining the cause of the trip or
evaluating the effects that a potential fault could have had on the system. Additionally, I

the crew did not initially consider the option of placing the attemate charger in service.
'

05- Operator Training and Qualification

05.1 Simulator TrainiD9

a. Insoection Scooe (71707)

The inspector observed control room crew performance during simulator training runs
and observed post-training evaluation by training and operations management. -|

b. Observatior,s and Findinas

On September 29 and October 20,1997, the inspector observed portions of the licensee
evaluation of crews in the simulator responding to simulated accident conditions. These
scenarios were perfsrmad at the start of the training week to assess crew effectiveness
before tra;ning session 3. Licensee evaluators, including the operations manager,*

supervisor, and several trainers, identif;ed operator weaknesses and determined that
some aspects of crew performance, oversight, and command and control did net meet
management expectations. This appeared appropriate. Licensee management provided
critical feedback to the crews and documented areas for improvement. The craws
accepted the feedback and initiated efforts to improve performance.

The inspector noted that, during the September 29 scenario which included a main
steam line isolation valve closure, operators and crew management had not indicated

,

concem that the crew understand the effect on reactor power. During this valve closure,
reactor power would have been expected to increase by a few percent due to increased

*
~ L reactor pressure. Licensee management agreed attention could be increased in this

area.

The inspectors concluded that the scenarios were challenging, the operators responded
'

to annunciator indications and accident conditions in an acceptable manner, and
command and control and oversight were generally adequate.

,
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c. Conclusions

The licensee implemented appropriate operations and training management standards
for crew performance during challenging simulator scenarios. Strong management
involvement in the training and feedback to crews to improve performance were present.

06 Operations Organization and Administration

06.1 10adtauate Controls tolnsure Imolementation of StatemtDis in NRC Samittals

a, inspecliODEroce (71707)

During routine reviews of licensing submittals to the NRC, insocctors compared submittal
statements with plant programs and equipment configuration.

b. Qbgrvations and Findinas

inspectors noted four instances where licensing submittals were inconsistent with plant
programs and, in one case, with equipment configuration. They are described below:

Penetration Ooerabilitv.Baspion_%1tve PositioD

The licensee responded to Generic Letter 96-06," Assurance of Equipment Operebility
and Containment Integrity During Design Basis Accident Conditions,'' issued
September 30,1996. On October 31,1997, the inspectors identified that the licensee's
submittal, dated October 28,1996, contained statements not implemented in the plant.
Specifically, the licensee stated that Containment Penetration XB did not need to be
evaluated because the associated isolation valves were normally open and therefore
remained at a high temperature and not vulnerable in postaccident pressurization. The
inspector identified that one of the applicable isolation valves, Valve MS MO 77, had
been closed for several days as a compensatory measure associated with 125 Vdc load
calculation uncertainties. The valve was later epened. A night order was initiated to
inform opermors of this requirement. On November 3, the licensee refrained from
placing the augmented off gas system in service in order to leave Valve MS-MO-77
open. This was required to assure adequate margin in the 125 Vdc load calculation
requirements.

The inspector also identified that the submittal described Penetration X14, the reactor
water cleanup suction line, as normally open, and themfore not vulnerable to
postaccident over pressurization. The inspector questiened if recent work activities on
the reactor cleanup system, described in Section R1.1, had controls to address closure
of these suction valves. The work t,ontrol staff verified that the suction valves had been
closed during the activity. They also te;.nd that the system operating procedure had
been changed at the time of the submittal to implement a time limit of 26 hours for the
suction valves to be closed to assure the penetration cooldown would be limited.
Although the work had not exceeded 26 hours, work control did not know V the time

. . _ _
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limit, and no controls had been put in place to prevent exceeding the time limit. Also, had t

the work included the originally planned scope as described in Section R.1.1 of this
i

report, the time limit may have been exceeded. A problem identification report was .

initiated. Licensing formed a team to sample licensing submittals to determine the extent
of this condition.

Regulatorv Guide 1.97 Neutron Monitorino Function

On September 30,1997, the inspectors recognized that the neutron monitoring
instruments described in Regulatory Guide 1.97, ' Instrumentation to Ensure Core
Shutdown,' had not been documented in procedures or equipment data control files.
Regulatory Guide 1.97 instruments for core shutdown had been discussed in the
licensee's submittal, Ser. NLS-960173, dated September 13,1996. This submittal stated
that dedicated shutdown monitoring instrumentation did not need to be installed due to
the multiple, redundant, diverse systems providing shutdown monitoring. The licensee
further described source range monitors and the intermediate range monitors, which
could be used by operators for th!s purpose.

The inspectors found that licensee comrritments regarding Regulatory Guide 1.97
neutron monitoring instruments were not provided in the controlled equipment data files
for source range monitors and intermed, ate range monitors. Discussions with control
room crews indicated they were unaware of the Regulatory Guide 1.97 shutdown
monitoring function of the neutron moritoring system. The design criteria document ,

descriptions of the source range and htermediate range monitoring systems did not
address Regulatory Guide 1.97 requi"ements. However, licensing personnelidentified
two sentences in a separate design criteria de:ument section which indicated that
neutron monitoring fulfilled Regulatery Guide 1.97 requirements. No additional technical
>1etails were provided regarding sptscific monitors, circuits, or administrative controls.

Operations controls for neutron monitoring instruments did not address Regulatory
Guide 1.97 requirements. The licensee stated that the Updated Safety Analysis Report
rebaseling initiative would identify licensing commitments. These cornmitments would
then be turned over to the line organizations to determine if they had been implemented.

Valve Ooerability Based on VakeJnslaliQD

inspectors reviewed the licensee's response to a roquest for addition information for
Generic Letter 95 07, d.e.ted June 27,1996. The submittal stateu that the vulnerability of
High Pressure Coolant injection Valve HPCI-MOV MO14 to thermal binding was not a
safety issue. The basis for valve operability included the fact that valve temperature was
maintained by insulation and was designed with a steam drain-off, inspectors verified
that the valve insulation was currently insulated, Inspector interviews with the system
engineer indicated that the system erig>scr was unaware of this reliance on insulation
for valve operability.

!
i

_ - - . . - - -
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Inspectors noted that, although the mechanical maintenance insulation log book had not
been used during the refueling outage, failure to track insulation installation was
considered of low significance. Inspectors considered that in view of the reliance on the
valve's insulation to preclude thermal binding, the tracking of insulation was important,

&cagefower Rance Monitor Flow Biased ECED

Inspectors noted that licensee engineers thought inat the average power range monitor
flow biased scram was not a credited scram for accident analysis, but an anticipatory
scram. The Updated Safety Analysis Report, Chapter XIV, Section 5.0," Analyses of
Abnormal Operational Oc;.urrences," stated tnat the turbine trip without bypass event
analysis relied on turbino valve closure to initiate a reactor scam. The high power trip at
120 percent power wac listed as a backup scram. The average power range monitor
flow biased scram was not credited in this accident analysis.

Inspectors reviewed the licensee's submittal * Proposed Change To Thermal Hydraulic
Stability Solution," dated February 10,1997. This submittallisted the average power
range monitor flow biased scram as one of three bases for acceptance of the licensee's
methodology to preclude thermal hydraulic oscillations in the low power instability
regions. Inspectors identified a lack of engineer awareness that this scram was
considered in evaluating stability concerns.

This issue will be followed by inspector review of the licensee's activities to bound and
correct the condition. Inspectors will review the safety significance of closure of
Valve MS MO 77, without an appropriate analysis. The review will also address
insulation controls on the high pressure coolant injection valve, consistency of
Regulatory Guide 1.97 shutdown monitoring systems and procedures with NRC
commitments and interim corrective actions for submittals. This is an inspector followup

item (50 298/9709-01).

c. Conclusions

The inspector identified four examples of submittals to the NRC which stated iniormation
not generally known or controlled in the plant and a case where a valve was positioned
contrary to statements in a submittal. t.icensing indicated that initiatives to address
exte?ded commitments were in progress.

08 Miscellaneous Operations issues

08.1 LClosed) Licensee Event Reoort 50-298/EI-013: Lack of redundant isolation valves on
scram discharge isolation volumes. In 1996, the licensee identified that the configuration
of only one automatic isolation valve on each scram discharge isolation volume outlet did
not meet single-failure vulnerability requirements and so installed redundant valves. On
September 30 1997, the inspectors noted that in the event of a design basis accident
the failure of a single scram discharge isolation valve could have resulted in leakage into
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the nonessential radwaste system. The inspector questioned why this past condition i

was not reported in accordance with requirements of 10 CFR 50.73. The licensee i
addressed this question arid issued a licensee event report.

The failure to report this licensee identified and corrected condition is a vioiation of the
irequirements of 10 CFR 50.72, (b)(ii)(B), which requires that a condition outside design

basis be reported. This failure constitutes a violation of minor significance and is being
treated as a non cited violation, consistent with Section IV of the NRC Enforcement
Policy (50 298/97009-02).

08.2 (Closed) Violation 50 298/EA 95-012 (01013): Failure to establish operable secondary
*

containment before heavy loads were translated above the fuel pool. The licensee failed
to establish secondary containment before moving heavy loads over the fuel pool. After
issuance of this violation, licensee corrective actions were put in place to require
appropriate containment operability controls. The inspector observed two separate
refueling outages during which procedures and Station Operations Review Committee
involvement assured secondary containment was made operable before load movement.
Procedures requiring secondary containmer.t integnty before load movement included

'

,

Procedures 7.4.4, " Reactor Vessel Head Removal"; 7.4.5, " Reactor Vessel Steam Dryer
Removal"; and 7.4.6, " Reactor Vessel Steam Separator and Fuel Pool Gate Removal,"
which appeared appropriate. Based on inspector observations of secondary
containment controls and Station Operations Review Committee implementation of
containment operability requirements, this issue is closed.

08.3 (Closed) Violation 50-298/EA 95-012 (01023): Failure to maintain accurate records in all
niaterial tespects. Procedure change notices for maintenance procedures for reactor i

vessel disassembly, 7.4.4,7.4.5, and 7.4.0, notad in Section 08.2 above, did not
accurately reflect Technical Specification reauirements. The requirements had not
properly articulated the need for secondary containment integrity during movement of :

loads with the potential to damage irradiated fuel. Multiple inspection observations over
*

the past 2 years have found relatively few failures to properly articulate Technical
Specifications requirements. Based on these observations and the inspection activities
described in Section 08.2 above, this issue was properly addressed.

II, Malattnance

M1 Conduct of Maintenance ,

M1.1 General Comments

a. Insoection Scooe.(02703)

The inspectors observed all or portions of the following work activities:

Source range monitoring instrumentation calibration.

4160V breaker inspections.

,- - . ._ _ - - , ,
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Diesel generator clearance+

Automatic depressurization system surveillance ;e

Generally appropriate practices were implemented to set clearances, follow procedures,
comply with radiation protection requirements, and perform postmaintenance testing and :

surveillance testing. Specific examples of inappropriate practices are documented in ,

other sections of this report. ;
i
!M2 Maintenance and Material Condition of Facilities and Equipment

M2.1 Failure to Overhaul Several 4160V Breakers

a. inanection Scone (C2707) |
I

Inspectors reviewed licensee evaluation of and response to a failure of a nonsafety-
related 4160V General Electric Magne Blast breaker and monitored the operations,
maintenance, engineering, sad plant management activities to address lack of overhauls
on 4160V breakers. ;

b. QbanIYations and Findinas

On October 5,1997, the licensee identified and documented in Problem identification ,

Report 217777 that, for 1 hour and 45 minutes after a nonsafety related condensate
pump breaker was closed, the breaker charging motor continued to run. Operations

'

concluded that generic concerns for all 4160V breakers should be addressed.

Shift Technical Enaineer Identification of Suspension of 4160V Breaker Overhauls >

On Octc,ber 5,1997, as a result of intrusive questioning and involvement, the shift
technical engineer identified that maintenance and engineering records documented that
six safety related, and all of the nonsafety related 4160V breakers, had not been

'
overhauled in the 23 years of plant operation. However, external parts were inspected
during routine preventive maintenance. The shift technical engineer identified that the
program to overhaul the 4160V breckers had been suspended in 1994 with 6 of
24 safety-related breakers not yet overhauled. These breakers were installed in two
Division 1 residual heat removal pumps, a Division 2 service water pump, both diesel
output breakers, and a Division 2 480V subsystem feeder (which does not load shed on
loss of offstte power).

The licensee performed preventive maintenance every two or three refueling outages, in
accordance with Procedure 7.3.17.1, '4160 Volt Breaker Examination,' Revision 0.1.
This activity affected only peripheral breaker assemblies and did not overhaul the
breaker internals. Overhauls had been performed starting in 1992 on one safety related *

breaker at a time, by overhauling a spare breaker and then trading the newly overhauled
breaker for a breaker which required an overhaul. :

;

,

4
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Background information for an operability assessment dated September 23,1997,
documented that the program for safety related breaker overhauls han twe suspended
in 1994. Although maintenance and engineering had initiated efforts to restart the
breaker overhaul program prior to February 1997, the licensee failed to recognize the
implications of the suspended overhauls on the reliability of 4160V breakers at that time.
The shift technical engineer raised this concern on October 6 to address operability and
reliability of 4160V breakers with respect to the effect of the lack of overhauls.

Anessment of Breaker Ooerability

On October 6,1997, in response to the October 5 charging motor failure, the engineering
and maintenance staff performed a breaker inspection on the Diesel Generator 2 output
breaker during scheduled Diesel Generator 2 maintenance. The inspection indicated the
breaker moved freely and did not exhibit degraded performance. On October 7, based
on that inspection, the licensee engineers recommended no further inspection work and
concluded the safety related and nonsafety-related 4100V breakers were not affected by
the lack of overhauls.

In response to these conclusions, significant involvement by plant management began
on October 7. Continued direct management oversight by operations and design
engineering management resulted in inspections on October 8 of five of the safety.
related breakers which had not been overhauled. These were the population of
essentral breakers with Technical Specification load shed requirements, inspections
were performed to mechanically determine freedom of motion and visually determine
lubrication adequacy. The breakers were found acceptable. The licensee concluded the
breakers were operable.

During a conference call with the NRC on October 10, the licensee discussed actions
taken to date and stated that industry experience would be evaluated to address other
failure modes described in industry commt.nications which were associated witn lack of
breaker maintcnance. The licensee's compensatory measures which had been
implemented include a night order which required operators to visually verify proper
actuation of all 4160V breakers when placing equipment into or removing from servic6,
operator briefings on the breaker vulnerabilities and the operability assessment, and
night orders to verify breaker closing circuit continuity twice per shift.

Lack of Efforts to Obtain and Evalua10fa11.Bmaker Overhaul RespMs

On October 10, the maintenance and engineering staff discussed actions to be
performed to address breaker reliability and potential compensatory actions. Initially, the
licensee had concluded that no effort should be expended to review overhaul records for
the 18 overhauled breakers to determine likely failures based on past maintenance
records. The inspectors raised the issue that obtaining information from as-found
equipment records may provide valuable information regarding expected degradation of
nonoverhauled breakers.

-
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The licensee later provided a list of parts replaced during breaker overhauls, indicating
that nine different breaker part numbers had been replaced in 14 of the 18 overhauls.
These replaced parts included bushings, latch pawls, crank pawl springs, and drive
pawls. Thirteen of the 18 overhauls had required replacement of the prop spring. The
prop spring failure had been documented by industry experience.

On October 10, during a second conference call with the NRC, the licensee addressed
potential breaker failure modes, for example, failure of the breaker to close, failure of the
breaker to trip, inadvertent closure, continuous operation of the charging motor, failure of
auxiliary breeker control switches, and failure of the breaker interlocks.

Further, the licensee planned the following near term actions:

Evaluate the change in current plant configuration risk.

Evaluate the breaker overhaul priority with respect to risk.

Evaluate trading overhauled breakers for nonoverhauled breakers to ensure the.

equipment of highest importance has most recently overhauled breakers (e g.,
trading an overhauled service water breaker with a nonoverhauled diesel
generator output breaker)

Provide operators information concerning replacement of faulty breakers with.

working breakers during emergency conditions

Evaluate vendor performance of breaker timing tests.

Expedite obtaining overhauled spare breakers.

Evaluate obtaining and overhauling four spare essential breakers from another.

plant

Arrange for vendor technical representatives to arrive onsite to evaluate.

preventive maintenance actions with respect to industry issues and to mitigate
reliability concerns

Control Room Safety Focus

On October 11 and 12, the control room staff identified several nonessential 4160V
breakers included in Technical Specifications which had never been overhauled. These
breakers were inspected and preventive maintenance performed within the following
5 days. For 2 days, the control room suspended breaker inspections and restored
normal electrical lineup in response to the potential effect of local severe thunderstorms
on the electrical grid,
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c. Conclusions

After failure of a 4160V breaker charging motor, the licensee identified six safety related
4160V breakers that had not been overhauled in 23 years. Some weaknesses in
add /essing this issue were observed by the insp>ctors. Plant management and
operations were instrumental in expanding the scope of the issue and obtaining timely
assessment of condition.

M2.2 Eoreign.Materjalin 41soV Binakers

a. laspElion Scooe (62707)

Inspectors reviewed records of foreign material in 4160V breakers, including
maintenance work orders and operability evaluations, inspectors observed breaker
inspections and discussed concerns with electricians, engineers, and plant management.

b. ObicIyations and Findings

Failure to Record Foreian Materialin a Breaker

On October 8,1997, the licensee issued Problem identification Report 2-18238, which
documented the finding of a portion of a cotter pin in Residual Heat Removal
Pump A 4160V breaker. The licensee noted that no damaged cotter pins had been
found dunng the breaker inspection. The licensee noted an earlier breaker inspection
(Maintenance Work Request 97-1456) which found portions of a cotter pin in the breaker,
This particular portion was not found at that time. Inspectors noted that, although
electricians recalled having found portions of a cotter pin in that breaker during an earlier
inspection, no documentation to note the potential degradation of the breaker was
initiated. This appeared to be a weakness in the control of foreign material and a missed
opportunity to record information for future operability assessments for that component.

Wealdyaluation on the Effects of a Nylon Fastener

On October 7,1997, the licensee issued Problem Identification Report 218234, which
documented that half of a one-quarter inch nylon fastener was determined to be missing
in the Diesel Generator 2 output breaker. This fastener secured the rear vertical barrier
of the center phase upper and lower bushings. The operability evaluation associated
with the problem identification report addressed only the fastening function of the nylon
fastener and did not address the missing portion of the fastener and its potential effect on
the breaker. The operability evaluation concluded that the barrier provided no
operational or safety function and the breaker was not affected by the missing fastener.
The inspectors noted that portions of an unsecured nylon fastener in a breaker could
prevent proper electrical operation of relay and main contact surfaces. Additionally,
portions of a nylon fastener could restrict motion of breaker components. This breaker
was subsequently replaced by a refurbished breaker.
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c. Conclusions j

The control of foreign materialin 4160V breakers showed some weaknesses. The ,

operability evaluation for a missing nylon fastener did not throughly address its foreign
material effects on breaker contacts or mechanisms. |

M2.3 Dinanostic Activiti.es on a Main Turbine Governor Valvel |

a. !D&DeClion 31QDe (62707) ,

i
'

The inspector observed a briefing to support sonic monitoring of Main Turbine Governor
Valves 1 and 2.

'

- b. Qhagnations and Findings

On October 1,1997, the licensee documented increased noise from two governor valves ,

'
and started plans to use vendor supplied monitoring equipment. To prepare for the job,
the licensee documented instructions to monitor the proper points on the governor <

valves. During the prejob briefing, members of the team discussed actions to take in the
event of an unexpected turbine trip or other challenges which might be encountered.

- Efforts to maintain minimum dose were described as well as personal safety ,

requirements. The requirements to ensure that data was appropriately collected were
also addressed. Equipment inventories were reviewed and trial hook ups performed.
Maintenance, engineering, radiation protection, and the vendor were represented.

- After completion of the job, the licenses found that a monitor which had been added late
in the work did not have the required support power to ensure operation. This
information was additional and not required for evaluation. The job was completed under
its dose budget. The licensee is evaluating the valve's condition in comparison with

'

known industry valve problems.

c. Conclusions

Preparation for and ext :ution of a turbine governor valve monitoring evolution were
generally thorough. Maintenance, engineering, radiation protection and the vendor were
represented.

M3 Maintenance Procedures and Documentation

M3.1 Egylewaf Maintenance Work Order Documentation

a, Insoection Scoce (62707)

Inspectors reviewed the documentation for maintenance work orders performed in a 24-
hour period.-

.

I
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b. Observations and Findinos
!

On October 1 and 2,1997, the licensee conducted all day meetings with all supervisory
staff. Inspectors conducted & leview of approximately 25 maintenance work packages
and ase.ociated engineering support documentation performed during October 2.
Inspectors noted minor documentation concerns. For example, the quality oversight and

'

supervisory review on minor maintenance work orders for the fix it-now team were
signed by the maintenance work performer. The licensee stated this was consistent for
the fix it-now team activities since no direct supervision was required for fix it-now
maintenance staff. The licensee has evaluated this issue and included supervisory
review.

The inspectors noted an incomplete engineering evaluation portion of a work package.
3

The 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation was signed off as complete, although one of the question
boxes had not been checked. The safety significance was minimal, since the item was
addressed later in the text.

c. Conclusions

inspectors reviewed completed maintenance work requests and engineering support
documentation for one 24-hour period and found them generally complete and
appropriate.

M3.2 4160V Breaker Preventive Maintenance Observation

a. lD.Soection Scopg (82707)

Inspectors observed preventive maintenance and performance of 4160V breaker
inspections. The inspectors discussed the activities with operators, electricians,
engineers, and plant management.

b. Observations and Findinos

On October 10,1997, the inspectors observed performance of Maintenance Work
Request 971469 associated with preventive maintenance and slow cycling of the
nonessential Breaker 1N, Maintenance technicians performed Procedure 7.3.17.1,
'4160 Volt Breaker Examination,' Revision 0.1. Inspectors also observed portions of
soveral other breaker inspections and preventive maintenance.

While observing the activity, the inspectors noted that the electricians followed the
procedure step by step and observed other parts of the breaker not described by the
procedure. The electrician stated that these other parts of the breaker had been
associated with industry issues and therefore required inspection. The inspector
asked why these concerns were not listed in the procedure, since multiple inspections of
critical components on complex devices were not typically assumed to be within the
skill-of-the-craft. As interim corrective actions, maintenance management stated that

. - ._
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detailed inspections performed would be documented in maintenance records. The
licensee planned to revise the inspection and preventive maintenance procedures to
include appropriate procedure details.

During the exercise of the breaker using the slow close manual gear train, electricians
observed translation of the breaker prop and other parts critical to the breaker function
which were not called out in the procedure. The inspector also noted that portions of the
rachet wheels which had not been visible during the stationary inspection became visible
during the slow-close procedure. No notations in the procedure were given to require
observation of these parts which had now become visible under slow-close operation.

The inspectors noted that, although observance of the cubicle indicated approximately
20 terminal points and wiring runs important to proper operation of the breaker, the-
procedure did not require a cubicle wiring inspection,

c. Conclusions

Licensee technicians performed several 4160V breaker inspections and preventive
maintenance in a thorough ar'd conscientious manner. The inspectars noted examples.

of lack of procedural detail during these observations.

Ill. EngineerlD9

E4 Engineering Staff Knowledge and Performance

E4.1 Erosion / Corrosion Prouram Weaknest

a. Insoection Scone (37551)

Inspectors monitored licensee-identified weaknesses in the erosion-corrosion program,

b. Qhservations and Findings

On October 8,1997, the licensee identified that an erosion corrosion prediction for a
main steam inlet elbow associated with turbine cross-under piping had been calculated in
a nonconservative manner. The licensee determined that the piping thickness may be

. nonconservative with respect to code allowables after July 1998. This piping involves a
matered turbine inlet elbow connection of approximately 36-inch diameter. The licensee
conservatively posted the area as a potential safety concern and directed individuals
entering the area to first check remote cameras,

c. ConclusiQns

~ A nonconservative erosion-corrosion prediction calculation was identified for turbine
cross under piping;

,
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IE4.2 Winerabilities in Tests ScheduledJt.t_Close intervals
t

a. Insoection Scong.(37551)
t

The inspectors held discussions with operations, scheduling, engineering, and radiation
protection to determine what preplanning was performed on two independent high ;

pressure core injection system tests, which were scheduled sequentially.
'

b.- - Qhattyations and Findinas !
t

Two independent high pressure core injection system tests were scheduled sequentially.
The inspector asked why no effort appeared to have been made to evaluate and
preclude preconditioning of components and minimize equipment starts and stops. The r

inspector also questioned if unnecessary radiation exposure would be incurred where
similar independent procedures are run in close succession. The licensee
acknowledged these reviews were sometimes not accomplished and issued a problem ,

identification report to address all occasions of sequentially run test procedures. The !

engineering review for high pressure core injection system surveillances found one
example where preconditioning might occur and changed the procedure to preclude this
possibility. The licensee confirmed that operability was not adversely affected. ,

c. Opacluslons

For surveillance tests performed in close succession on the same equipment, such as
the high pressure core injection system, the licensee did not typically evaluate the
potential for preconditioning equipment or minimize starts and run time on equipment.
The licensee identified a potential preconditioning vulnerability for one valve in the
system and changed the procedure.

-

E7 Quality Assurance in Engineering Activities

E7.1 Efforts Continue to Identifv Past Unauthorized Modifications

a. Insoection Scone (37551)

- Inspectors observed continuing findings in the corrective action process regarding
unauthorized modifications,

b. Chssjyations and Findinas F

Licensee activities to review about 21,000 past completed work orders to identify
unauthorized design changes which may have occurred have continued since initiation
as a long term corrective action in April 1996. The program has identified approximately
900 previously unauthorized design changes. Each has been evaluated for safety
significance and documented by a problem identification report. The most significant:

- unauthorized modifications found by this activity were installation of higher amperage

.
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fuses in traveling incore probe ball valves, plant parameter recorder modifications, and
undocumented removal of strainers in service water pump suctions. At the close of this
report period, licensee efforts in this area were continuing.

Quality Assurance surveillances of this activity, S3019701 and E3019701, identified
insufficient effectiveness to meet design engineering expectations. Quality assurance
identified that only 97 percent of 700 work orders reviewed had been properly screened.
This would result in an unaccepiable fraction of unidentified, unauthorized modifications.
This level of performance was inadequate for design engineering expectations. Quahty
Assurar.ce and design engineering management took actions and initiated reviews as a
corrective action.

Quality Assurance also identified many original maintenance work orders not controllsd
as quality records and therefore not reviewed. Both concems were corrected. In
another case, a tygon tube leakoff was not found as described in the maintenance work
order. Quality Assurance questioned the closure of the issue and identified that it had
been installed on the redundant train instesd. Quahty Assurance also identified trouble
reports and nonentical work requests as potential sources of unauthorized modifications.
Quality Assurance identified that indications of lack of thoroughness were indicative that
Cooper Nuclear Station personnel may lack the commitment to confront surrounding
problems.

The followup audit found that all actions to address these and other Oral,ty Assurance
concerns had been or were being addressed in a thorough manner at the close of this
report period.

c. Conclusions

The licensee's corrective action program to identify unauthorized design change has
demonstrated effectiveness but does not yet meet lic.nsee management expectations.
Quality Assurance activities to evaluate this process are strong and self-critical.

E8 Miscellaneous Engineering issues

E8.1 (Ocen) Insoector FoVQWVo item 50-298/96026-05: Failure to include instrument
tolerances and inaccuracies on nonautomatic actuating instrument scaling calculations.
In preparaticn for an NRC architect-engineering inspection, the licensee identified that
scaling calculatians for Primary Containment Level Transmitters 11,12, and 13 had not
been performed in accordance with Procedure 3.4.7, " Design Calculations,"
Revision 11c?. This concern is documented in Problem Identification Report 218517.
The inspector noted that niost nonautomatic plant equipment settings had been
developed with the same lack of instrument tolerance and asked how the condition would
be bounded. The licensee had not initiated immediate actions to bound the condition or
ensure operabihty.
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The inspector reviewed additional procedures and found ten other examples where
instrument tolerance was not considered in Technical Specification surveillance
procedure acceptance criteria. Exampbs included river inlet temperature, high and low
river level, high and low torus level, high suppression pool temperature, identified and
unidentified drywctl leak rate, rate of change of drywell leak rate, drywell oxygen
concentration, nitrogen quantity, fuel pool level, and standby liquid control tank volume

'and solution temperature.

In response to the inspectors' findings, the licensee issued night orders to alert
operators to question n adequate margin exists in operating parameters and to obta!n
engineering evaluation where appropriate. Estimates of appropriate acceptance criteria
were made for the specific paramet$rs identified above and placed in night orders
pending further engineering review. The control room crew determined that none of the
operational parameters values v ere close to the acceptance criteria. The licensee
acknowledged that this issue had broad implication 9 and that continued effort was
warranted and was In progress.

IV.P_lant supped ;

R1 Radiological Protection and Chemistry Controls

R1.1 EAtugo Consider Dose Effects for Postooned Maintenance Work and Dual Test items

a. jDioection Scooe (7175D)

Inspectors observed licensee discussion of postponed maintenance jobs with respect to
schedule effects. The inspectors discussed radiation dose affects with work control and
radiatiun protection staff,

b. Observations and Findings

During the week of September 29,1997, the licensee noted that a work activity involving
several minor maintenance actions on the reactor water cleanup system was scheduled.
However, one week before the scheduled start time, the licensee found that three of the
jobs were not ready to be performed. The licensee performed the reactor water cleanup
maintenance which was ready. The inspector r'oted that the licensee did not consider
the practice of postponing jobs as a potential as low as reasonably achievable program
problem. Since these maintenance items would eventually require completion, the total
radiation exposure which would be incurred could be increased due to tagging out the
reactor water cleanup system and retuming it to service after maintenance and was dose
that otherwise would not have been expended.

The inspectors also noted that two high pressure core injection surveillances were
scheduled to be performed sequentially. The inspectors asked if the as low-as-
reasonably achievable program reviewed the two sequential survei!!ances to minimize
radiation doses. The as low as-reasonably achievable program did not review
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: sequential surveillances, but agreed that coordination of the dual surveillances could
- potentially result in lower radiation doses. The licensee acknowledged that the as low-
as reasonably achievable program could be more effecdve in the programmatic area and
described upcoming initiatives to address programmatic concern. The failure to consider
radiation dose implications of postponing maintenance jobs and sequential surveillances
was considered a weakness,

- c. Conclusions

The inspectors identified a potential weakness in as-low as-reasonably achievable
program practices in that the licensee did not always consider radiation dose implications

- when scheduled jobs had to be postponed and when two tests on the same equipment
were performed in sequence.

VI. ManagemenLMeetings

X1 Exit Meeting Summary.

The inspectors presented the inspection results to members of licensee managsment at the exit
meeting on November 13,1997, The licensee acknowledged the findings presented.

The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during the inspection should
be considered proprietary. No proprietary information was identified.

:
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ATTACHMENT

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licenten

T. Chard, Assistant Radiation Protection Manager
L. Dewhirst, Licensing Engineer
C. Gaines, Maintenance Manager
R. Gardner, Acting Plant Manager
D Hitzel, Shift Supervisor
S. Minahan, Work Control Manager
C. Moeller, Licensing Engineer
L. Newman, Operations Manager
J. Pellitier, Senior Engineering Manager
R. Sessoms, Senior Manager of Quality Assurance

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

IP 37551: Onsite Engineering
IP 61720: Surveillance Observations
IP 62707: Maintenance Observations
IP 71707: Plant Operations
IP 71750: Plant Sbpport Activities
IP 92901: Follow bp - Operations
IP 92903: Follow up - Engineering

ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED, AND DISCUSSED

Opened

50 298/97009-01 IFl Fa!!ure to implement actions stated in licensee's submittals
(Section 06.1)

Opened and Oloied

50 298/97009-02 NCV Failure to report a cond3n outside design basis (Section 08.1)

Closed

50-298/97-013 LER Lack of redundant isolation valves on scram discharge isolation
volume valves (Section 08.1)
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50 298/EA 95-012 VIO Failure to establish operable secondary containment before
moving heavy loads over the fuel pool (01013) (Section 08.2)

50-298/EA 95-012 VIO Failurc to maintain accurate records in all material respects

(01023)(Section 08.3)

Discuited

50 298/96026-00 IFl Failure to Icelude instrument tolerances and inaccuracies on
nonautomatic actuating instrument scaling calculations

(Section E8.1)


